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First Steps 
 

The journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step. – Chinese Proverb 
 

Every day you may make progress. Every step may be fruitful. Yet there will stretch 

out before you an ever-lengthening, ever-ascending, ever-improving path. You know 

you will never get to the end of the journey. But this, so far from discouraging, only 

adds to the joy and glory of the climb. – Winston Churchill 
 

 

 

Opening and 
Chalice Lighting  Let Us Create A Prayer Together 

(~3 minutes) At the center of the gathered community dwells the Holy. We are the prayer, each 

and all.  

One by one, we come to this place – whole and broken, commencing and concluding, 

laughing and weeping. And soul by soul the prayer begins. 

Two by two, we greet one another – smiling, nodding, speaking, embracing. And in 

relationship, the prayer continues.  

Moment by moment the circle builds, pulsing like four hundred heartbeats. We fill 

the circle with our breath; we inspire. The circle fills us with wealth; we are 

inspirited. The prayer rises on our very breathing together.  

This circle will not, cannot, go on forever, yet this circle will never die. What each of 

us finds here is what we are not. It makes us whole. It gives us strength to go out in 

the world beyond this holy community, beyond this sacred space, to begin yet 

another prayer. Let us pray: 

Spirit of Life and Love, where we meet is a sacred space and we are inspired by one 

another’s presence. At the center of the gathered community dwells the holy. We are 

the prayer, each and all. We are the prayer, each and all.  

- L. Annie Foerster 

 

 

Quiet Centering 
(~2 minutes) 

 

Introduction to Small Group Ministry and Tonight’s Gathering 
(~ 5 minutes) 

 
 
Quiet Reflection When hearts listen, angels sing. – Anonymous 
(~ 3 minutes) 

 

 

Sharing/ Take two or three minutes to give your name, to share some of the following: whether 
Check-In  you have participated in Small Group Ministry before, why you are joining and what  
(~30 minutes) you hope to get out of it, and how you are feeling in the present moment – spiritually, 

emotionally, psychologically. Don’t feel that you have to answer every question. 
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Ground Rules Change requires that we become vulnerable,; we are more willing to be vulnerable  
(~25 minutes) when we have some assurance of safety. In Small Group Ministry, we use Ground 

Rules to create a safe, welcoming space where we can all feel comfortable sharing 
and taking risks. What rules do you feel are important for our gatherings? 

 

 

Break 
(~5 minutes) 

 

Re-Gathering  Take the first step in faith. You don't have to see the 
Thought whole staircase, just take the first step. 

- Martin Luther King, Jr. 
 

 

Sharing/Deep  Speak about First Steps  in any way that is comfortable to you. If you choose to use 

Listening   the questions, focus on just one or two, as this will allow you to explore the topic  
(~35 minutes) more deeply. 

 We (usually) learn to crawl before we walk, and to walk before we run. As you 

take your first steps with this small group, what hopes, fears, beliefs, and dreams 

do you hold in your heart? 

 Many projects or endeavors can be broken down into first steps, the middle walk, 

and final steps. Which is easiest for you? Which is hardest for you? Why do you 

think this is?  

 We often turn to others when we take our first steps – who are the people you 

often turn to, and what do you expect of them during such times?  

 

Checkout/ 
Likes & Wishes What did you like about this gathering? What would you like to have  
(~5 minutes) more/less/different at future gatherings? 
 

Announcements   
(~ 3 minutes) 
 

Closing Reading/ To Hear One Another 

Extinguish Chalice  The ringing of a bell calls us to worship. 
(~4 minutes)  The pounding of a drum calls us to war.  

 The popping of a cork calls us to celebration.  

 What is the sound that calls us to hear one another?  

Listen … Listen carefully… 

 It is here, in the silence … Listen deeply … 

The beating of our own hearts calls us to ourselves; 

 calls us to be our true selves; 

 calls us to be our best selves; 

 calls us to be what we might become. 

Listen … There is another sound … 

 The breath of our neighbor calls us outside ourselves; 

 calls us to be companions; 

 calls us to be allies; 

 calls us to be partners. 
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Listen … we must heed the call of our own hearts, where love and truth, caring and 

justice, are born.  

Listen … we must heed the call of others, to gather together for some great purpose, 

where passion and fidelity, compassion and equity, are nourished.  

 

The hammering silence calls us together that we may do the work we cannot do 

alone.  

 

Let us heed the calls that come in the silence,  

 that we may be well,  

 and do good,  

 in this world together.  

- L. Annie Foerster 
 


